
See Everything. Do Anything.™

Identify and Proactively Manage  
Risk with Coupa and Interos
Manage supplier risk with multi-tier and multi-factor risk scores through 
the Interos embedded app and Coupa Connector 

The Interos embedded app and Coupa Connector deliver instant visibility into continuously 

updated supplier risk scores within Coupa. This allows users to evaluate new suppliers, 

review existing suppliers, and monitor supplier networks for potential risks and disruptions.

Key Features 

The Interos embedded app offers Coupa users ongoing monitoring capabilities with 

i-ScoreTM, which provides up-to-date risk levels. i-Score incorporates several factors  

for suppliers in your network. 

Users are equipped to make better supplier decisions with broader insight into financial, 

operational, ESG, geopolitical, restrictions, and cyber risks from the Interos Operational 

Resilience Cloud. 

With an updated supplier risk score customers can use this data and intelligence to control 

transactions, prevent users from submitting a requisition, add approvers into a workflow, or 

warn users of risky suppliers they may engage with. 

Users can manage suppliers by exception, knowing where to gather more information from 

the supplier category leader or purchasing agent, to determine the risk impact and potential 

mitigation activities. All this can be done while continuously monitoring all suppliers. 

Integration Summary

• One centralized experience for 

supplier risk management

• Detect recent score changes or 

high-risk organizations easily within 

the Interos and Coupa dashboard

• Initiate decisions and tasks based 

on Interos risk score updates in 

Coupa’s leading workflow engine

• Integration into GRC and corporate 

responsibility categories 

• Available via the Coupa App 

Marketplace GRC and Corporate 

Responsibility categories

• No lengthy implementations or 

additional software is needed
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Supplier Visibility: Together, Coupa and 

Interos drastically improve the ability for 

customers to evaluate and monitor supplier 

risk, make better sourcing decisions, or select 

suppliers to do business through visibility 

of first- and sub-tier supplier network risk 

intelligence. Pricing and performance can 

be merged with quality information to build a 

complete view of risk.

Proactive Management of Suppliers:  

Low rating (e.g. ESG rating) kicks off a 

performance review allowing for users to 

improve business relationships. 

With Interos, Coupa can alert users 

immediately if a threshold has been met. If the 

financial risk drops, alerts are issued.  A change 

in data can trigger a workflow to react. Users are 

equipped with the knowledge needed to create 

their own view of supplier risk and maintain 

working relationships with suppliers who pose 

the least level of risk to their organization. 

Manage Everyday Processes: Interos 

integrates into Coupa’s supplier management 

module (SMM). The SMM is the supplier 

repository within the e-procurement offering. 

Users gain better insight in transacting with 

suppliers and sending purchase orders. 

Users can manage their multi-supplier 

environment to avoid disruption and  

ensure continuity.

Ongoing Supplier Management: Users  

can continuously monitor suppliers with 

current data automatically fed into Coupa. 

Customers will be alerted if an incident 

occurs. Coupa then connects supplier order 

data. The user can determine performance, 

delivery times, quality, invoicing accuracy, 

cost, and item inventory. All these functions 

are tracked in Coupa, which elicits a 

performance score. 

https://marketplace.coupa.com/en-US/apps/363279/
https://marketplace.coupa.com/en-US/apps/363279/


Benefits

For more information visit the Coupa App Marketplace
www.interos.ai or +1 703.677.3135

Contact Us

About Interos

Interos is the operational resilience company — reinventing how companies manage their supply chains and business 

relationships — through our breakthrough SaaS platform that uses artificial intelligence to model and transform the 

ecosystems of complex businesses into a living global map, down to any single supplier, anywhere.

Identify Sub-tier Supplier Risks 

Interos automatically maps sub-tier supplier relationships to the Nth 

tier, enabling you to visualize your suppliers’ suppliers and their risk 

profiles across your extended supply network. Users gain deeper 

insights into potential upstream risks.

Make Better Decisions 

Gain a quick view into supplier risk scores from Coupa and  

Interos within Risk Aware while reviewing overall supplier health. 

Users are able to holistically view of the supplier’s risk and 

performance when determining mitigation steps.

Detailed Insights into Risk 

Quickly access the supplier’s entire risk profile within the Interos 

Operational Resilience Cloud, including the specific attributes  

that make up each risk score across multiple risk factors for  

your suppliers.

Uncover Hidden Risks

Gain a single, simple view of supplier risk scores across multiple 

factors that could lead to supply disruptions, performance issues, 

regulatory non-compliance, or reputational harm. Proactively 

monitor supplier risk to improve decision-making and  

operational resilience.
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https://marketplace.coupa.com/en-US/apps/363279/interos-supply-chain-operational-resilience
http://www.interos.ai
https://www.interos.ai/request-demo/

